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Important Disclaimer 
The news, suggestions, information, exercises and other items in this list are intended for informational purposes only. Not all exercise is 
suitable for everyone. To reduce the risk of injury, please consult your Doctor before engaging in any physical and/or therapeutic exercise 
program.  Nothing is intended to be a substitute for professional medical care. 

 For more information contact: RoxAnn Madera 714.421.0477  yogatherapyalacarte.com 

Asana this week:
Donkey Kicks
Toe Tapes
The 5 Tibetans (in the Chair/details next week in the newsletter)

Name: Donkey Kicks (On Belly, Prone & Standing)
Description:
Begin on your hand and knees, in a prone position well stacked/hips over knees and shoulders over 
wrists.
Keeping the right knee bent to ninety degrees. Inhale lift your right foot up, thigh also if possible.
Exhale to lower.
Throughout, keep yourselves level - don’t let it tile
20-25 repetitions - switch sides

Find a sense of core engagement before beginning, if you feel it in your lower back take a break and 
reestablish your core engagement.

Physical Benefits:
Works to strengthen your glutes and confer stability to one side while the other side moves. This move 
will challenge both hips at once. also requiring support from your core. 

Adaptations/Variations:

1. Belly:   We also did this movement laying on our bellies with palms (facing up) under the hip bones. 
This helps control that the hips are not doing the work by rolling and lifting. Pushing the 
corresponding hip down into the palm while lifting the leg.

2.   Can be done on your forearms while on the knees which take pressure off the wrists. 

3.   Standing:  Can also be done standing with one had on your hip

4.   Prone: If you would like to add to this movement you can additionally bring the knee towards the 
nose as you exhale, rounding out the back. 

Name: Toe Taps
Description: 
Begin on your hand and knees, prone.
Inhale and extend your flexed right leg straight and directly behind you, toes curl under on the floor, 
without tipping the pelvis forward or back or lifting the hip up, keep them level. lift the leg while on the 
inhale.
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Exhale and 4x tap your left toes out to the right without curving the spine. keeping the foot flexed and 
toes directly under the heel with he foot perpendicular to the floor.

Inhale to lift your leg up, being mindful of positioning.
Exhale and 4x tap your right toes to the left, stop at midline - Inhale and lift/hold.
Exhale 4x tap and pass your left foot -again without angling your spine. Inhale/Life
Exhale 4x tax toward center, Inhale lift. 
One circuit completed, switch legs.
Two circuits with each leg, alternating.

Physical Benefits:
The ability to hold your pelvis and spine steady as your legs move through space is critical, as this is 
what you do when you walk and run.
Be mindful to do these movements with full core engagement and do several repetitions you will then 
feel the importance of core and glue movement.

Adaptations/Variations:
Watch yourself in the mirror and see how difficult this is to do without tipping the pelvis back and forth.
You can do another version with the taps in air and not touch the floor.

General Class:
Supine then Prone:
Opening Sequences
Plus new listed movements (see above).
Heart Lifts
A-Symetrical Locust and Symetrical (with 6 arms positions and holding for 1-3 breaths 
on each lift)
Standing:
Block between the thighs while discovering the muscles of the Buttocks. 
Pressing the feet down and out without letting them lift off the floor/engage to the 
glutes.
Chair Pose with the block between the knees.
Tibetan #1 Circles to the Right.
Sitting in the Chair:
Tibetan #2-#5 Sitting in the Chair version to……..Savasana (Chair or Supine)

Essential Oil: 
Passion: Cardamon, Cinnamon, Ginger, Clove, Sandalwood, Jasmine, Vanilla, Damiana
Music:  Deuter 
Quote:
The Service you do for others is the rent you pay for the time you 
spend on Earth. -Muhammad Ali
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